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Awareness On The Future Of Work: Aligning Higher Education With 
21st Century Skills: 
Total no. of registrations : 225 

Total no . of participants: 150. 

Mode of conduct: offline, seminar hall-A, MITS. 

To bring awareness on the skills which are important in the 21st century and what are the 
collages available for higher education with in our country as well as foreign country’s 
workshop conducted on 23rd November 2023 for 1st,2nd and 3rd year’s students. The 
workshop started at 10:30 AM at seminar hall-A. then Ms. Kalyani tuck the stage and 
interested the dignities respected Dr. Basabi Chakraborty ma’am-Professor & Dean of CST 
branch in MITS, Dr. k. Dinesh sir-Associate Professor, Dept. of CST MITS, and Dr. S.Padma 
ma’am associate professor in Dept. of CST. Firstly our respected dean Dr. Basabi 
Chakraborty ma’am tuck the stage and gave a very valuable speech on education. Then our 
respected Dr. K. Dinesh sir and spoke a few word about the event and handed the stage to Dr. 
Padma ma’am. 

 

Ma’am shared her knowledge about the skills which are very important in our life and the 
opportunities available in our country as well as foreign countries as UK, JAPAN, USA and 
more ma’am explained what are the possibilities to go to higher studies. The ma’am said 
about what are the examinations we have to qualify for the higher education e.g. GATE, CAT 
and many other examinations. Then ma’am gave the information about the scholarship’s 
which can be gained by free for higher educations.  

 

Later on ma’am concluded the section by saying few more words about ranking of 
universities for MS and higher education and all. 

 



 

 



TECH QUIZ: 

Total no . of participants: 150. 

Mode of conduct: offline, seminar hall-A, MITS. 

After Padma madam’s work we tech club coordinator organized a tech quiz based on basic 
of c and python programming languages. The quiz was split into two rounds where the first 
round was for all the participants in the seminar hall. Everyone there participated very well 
and good, The first round we displayed the scorers and mistakes what they have done while 
answering the questions in the quiz. In the quiz each and every question has its own time 
limit and trike options. 

 

After the first round of quiz, we the coordinator selected the top 30 participants from the first 
round and we conducted the second round of quiz with a little bit increase in the definitely 
level of the questions. We reduced the time limit for the questions to 35 seconds each. After 
completing the second round we declared the winner and runner in the quiz. With that we 
completed the TECH QUIZ event. 

 

We issued winner and runner certificates with their prizes respectively on the hands K. 
Dinesh sir and S. Padma ma’am. And for the rest of the participants, we have issued the E- 
certificates thorough WhatsApp and Mails. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



DEMO E- CERTIFICATE: 
  





QR CODE QUEST: 

Total no . of participants: 150. 

Mode of conduct: offline, seminar hall-A, MITS. 

After completing tech quiz, we started another program named as QR CODE QUEST. In this 
program the participants have to scan the displayed QR code in that QR code there will be a 
incorrect code will be there and the participants have to find the error and they correct it and 
past the right code in the google form. In this there is no time limiter participants can take 
there time and answer the queries. 

 

While answering the questions they might have found some questions with options for it, 
those questions where somewhat difficult to answer. Because, the options were completely 
similar to each other and almost all were the right answers. But, there is only one right 
answer in it. Students performed very well the programme and attempted the most of the 
right answers. As we all know there will only one winner to every programme.  

 

As soon the completion of the QR CODE QUEST we declared the winner of the QR CODE 
QUEST and gave him the winner certificate and the respected prize he won. And for the 
remaining we issued the E- Certificates every participant in the seminar hall.  

 

Finally the vote of thanks was given by Ms. Kalyani from III- CST….. 

 



 

 

 

 

 


